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 DISCLAIMER 
Readers of this e-book on Medical Astrology are advised that the information and case
analyses contained herein are study materials posted by the School of Evolutionary
Astrology or by EA students or EA practicing astrologers, and are intended to serve those
who are engaged in learning Medical Astrology from an EA point of view. The information
posted is general in nature, or applies only to the real or hypothetic cases which are
discussed. Each individual case is unique, and thus, you should not directly apply this
astrological medical information to other individual cases. Personal advice on Medical
Astrology can only be given on an individual consultation basis. Information or knowledge
on Medical Astrology, or relating to alternative or complementary remedies, as discussed
in this e-book, is not meant to replace medical treatments or prescriptions, and you should
always consult your own personal medical advisor.
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Chapter 1

Basic Principles of EA Medical Chart Analysis

General Medical Astrology

The essence of astrology is a natural science based on correlation and observation. Thus, over thousands of years
correlations have been developed that connect to the entire anatomy and physiology of the human body. Once these
correlations are understood, it is not all that difficult to understand in any chart what areas within the body may have
potential difficulties; ie Saturn squaring Jupiter, for example, in general, can correlate among other things, to a
restriction in the sciatic nerves or a very slow metabolism process. The chakra system also has its own correlations. In
Western terminology the chakras translate into what are called spinal plexuses.
Combining the two systems can lead to a very precise understanding of the entire body for any given person/birth
chart and the psychological reasons for whatever conditions are apparent. We must remember that if we walk up to
a corpse and put bread in its mouth, it cannot chew; there must be a consciousness present for it to chew. Thus, the
consciousness, psychology, is the determining factor for what is happening in the body.
What is happening in the body is a reflection of the genetic structure that each incarnating Soul ‘inherits’ from its
parents at birth, as the parents, as well as the overall life circumstances, are chosen by the Soul, to promote and
facilitate its evolutionary growth, necessities, and karmic issues. Thus, the genetic structure combined with all the
prior lives of any Soul that apply to the current life combine in such a way as to determine the total situation of the
physical body in any given life.
Some conditions in the body are karmically determined for whatever reasons, and, when this is the case, one of two
situations exists:
(1) the condition cannot be healed in the current life no matter what healer does what, or
(2) it is determined for a specific length of time, which itself can be determined by the Soul’s ability, willingness,
or capacity to understand the actual causes and then to do something about it.
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The potential for medical issues
All the various astrological symbols, eg Mars, Cancer, the 4th house etc., correlate to all the various anatomical,
physiological, and chakra system functions that symbolize the potential for medical issues in each of the archetypes.
In other words, when we analyze any given symbol, from a medical point of view, the potential exists to have medical
issues in those symbols versus some absolute manifestation of a medical issue in those symbols.
We will use that perspective of potential versus an absolutist one. Given the potential in any given astrological symbol,
transits and progressions can correlate to the manifestation of that potential at those times. We will also try to
understand the inherent genetics, Pluto, Scorpio, and the 8th house, of any given symbol in such a way as to consider
how any given Soul can literally be born with medical issues.
Start simply by considering the medical potential of two planets. From there take those same two planets and connect
them to signs, and then, from there to houses. As we progress further on we will then begin to add other planets in a
building block approach to our medical understanding that will lead to looking at an entire birth chart.
So as we begin examining two planets at first it will simply be a matter of referring to the anatomical, physiological,
and chakra system correlations of those two planets.
Aspects
We should also understand that the nature of aspects between planets correlate to the relative probability of having
medical issues connected to those planets. In other words, two planets in opposition versus those same two planets
in a trine will correlate to an increased probability of having medical issues between those two planets. The aspects
also correlate to the potential degree of how severe any given medical issue is between two planets. Again, a trine
between two planets not only has a decreased probability of medical issues but also, if they did manifest, a less severe
manifestation of them versus those two planets being in an opposition for example.
Root of genetics
The best way to learn about the anatomy and physiology of the body is to see the ‘whole’ of it first so that all of its
individual parts then make sense. That starts with understanding the genetic structure of the body as a root issue.
From that root of genetics all manifests from there: like a root of a flower that then creates a stem, branches, and then
flowers. The body is just like that. So by understanding the root of genetics all other body things can be understood.
Pluto, Scorpio and the 8th house
We will try to understand the inherent genetics, Pluto, Scorpio, and the 8th house, of any given symbol in such a way
as to consider how any given Soul can literally be born with medical issues. It will simply be a matter of referring to
the anatomical, physiological, and chakra system correlations of those two planets.
Planet – sign – house
[Example: Moon – Cancer – 4th house] The Moon and Cancer have their correlations which are not different at all.
Where ever you find the Moon in the chart, or the sign Cancer, the correlations are the same. The specific houses and
signs that any planet falls within, the archetypal correlations to that planet, are then added onto relative to the
archetypal correlations of that house and/or sign. So too with the planetary ruler of a house adding to the core
archetypes of the house itself.
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STEP 1

See Chapter 5 – Chart A Practice Charts

Examine the correlations that have been provided about the anatomy, physiology, and the chakra systems and then
link those correlations to the example: Mars opposed Uranus. So, in this example we would simply refer to the
correlations of Mars, Aries, and the 1st house to the correlations of Uranus, Aquarius, and the 11th house and put that
in the context of an opposition. There is no need to read medical books.

STEP 2

See Chapter 5 – Chart B Practice Charts

The next step is to place the Uranus/Mars opposition in a specific house. So let’s put Uranus in the 4th house, and Mars
in the 10th. When you refer to the correlations that have been provided focus on the sign Cancer and the 4th house,
and Saturn and the 10th house. These houses now correlate to not only the type of inner and outer conditions that can
serve to ignite the inherent potentialities of the Mars opposed Uranus, but also add to what those potentialities may
be as defined by the houses that this aspect takes place within.

STEP 3

See Chapter 5 – Chart C Practice Charts

The next step will be to put the Uranus/Mars opposition in the 4th/10th houses in a sign to determine additional
psychological/medical correlations: to see if in so doing there are more potential issues that may occur. We will put
Uranus in Virgo, and Mars in Pisces. What additional potentials could exist in so doing?
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Chapter 2

Astrological Correlations (Planets, Signs, Houses) to
Anatomy, Physiology, and the Chakra System

Chakra correlations
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Mars – Aries – 1st House

Anatomical Correlations – Mars











Adrenal glands with Venus and Pluto
Arteries with Pluto and Saturn
Duodenum which is co-ruled with Pluto
Muscles and muscular tissues of all kinds
Oesophagus which is co-ruled with Pluto
Penis with Pluto
Primary brain which is co-ruled with the Moon and Pluto
Red blood cells with Pluto
Testes with Pluto
Veins with Pluto and Saturn

Physiological Correlations – Mars








Acetylcholine with Uranus
Acids (all acids) in the body with Pluto
Adrenaline
Luteinizing hormone with Pluto
Pregnenolone
Progesterone
Testosterone

Chakra System Correlation – Mars
Naval chakra with Pluto
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Venus – Taurus – 2nd House

Anatomical Correlations – Venus











Adrenal glands which are co-ruled with Mars and Pluto
Frontal lobes and the parietal lobes which are co-ruled with Uranus and Neptune
Inner brain with Neptune and Uranus
Kidneys with Pluto and Neptune
Nose with Saturn
Receptor cells throughout the body
Receptors in the brain with Uranus and Neptune
Spleen with Pluto and Neptune
Tongue
White blood cells

Physiological Correlations – Venus






Adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) with co-ruler Jupiter.
Corticotrophin-releasing hormone, or CRH (controls ACTH release) with Jupiter.
Hydrocortisone hormones, also known as cortisol, controls the body’s use of fats, proteins and
carbohydrates.
Corticosterone which, together with cortisol, suppresses inflammatory reactions in the body and also has an
effect on the immune system with Saturn.
Estrogen with Pluto.

Chakra System Correlation – Venus
Heart chakra

Additional Correlations – Venus
Senses, sensing, extremes, sense of balance, psychology of hearing.
Additionally, Venus, Taurus, and the 2nd house correlates to all the various ‘senses’ – ‘sensing’ within the body – which
are co-ruled with Neptune and Pluto. These also correlate with extremes that can exist in the body that then need to
be balanced as a result: thus the sense of balance with the body. These also correlate with the psychology of hearing:
how we hear.
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